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Vocabulary: 

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. There is one extra word. 

Concentrate – probable – recycled – forecasted – healthy – mood – firmly – release – protect 

1. It is ............. that there will be a strong storm on Friday. 

2. Good teachers can change the …………. Of their classes if they use sense of humor. 

3. Old newspapers can be …………. more easily than most kinds of plastics. 

4. Cars cause pollution and …………. many greenhouse gases into the air. 

5. Pacific Ocean is the most …………. area for today's earthquakes. 

6. She …………. believes that she has the ability to give a good speech for an audience of 50. 

7. It's terribly cold. Warm clothes will …………. you against cold weather. 

8. There were so many people talking. I could not ............. on the subject very well. 

 

B: Choose the correct answer. 

9. We can …………. The amount of greenhouse gases if we use public transportation. 

   a. increase               b. rise                  c. produce                d. reduce 

10. His speech …………. the importance of reading some texts on environment. 

   a. enjoyed                b. distracted       c. depended            d. emphasized 

11. The Earth's pieces of rock …………. on the soft, plastic mantle below the crust. 

   a. trap                       b. float                 c. damage                 d. decrease 

12. If you exercise two or three times a week' you'll feel …………. . 

   a. emotional            b. nervous            c. serious                   d. healthy 

C: Word definition: 

              B                                                                                  A                                                                 

13. a system for measuring how strong                                    a. nervousness 

       An earthquake                                                                          b. emotion 

14. to a large degree                                                                       c. flexible 

15. state of being worried                                                              d. mainly  

16. able to change without breaking                                           e. richter 

17. give all your attention to sth                                                  f. concentrate 

18. likely to be or to happen                                                         g. probable 
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D: Choose the different word. 

19. a: earthquake                   b: instrument                            c: flood                           d: storm 

20. a: gesture                          b: stance                                    c: posture                       d: purpose 

21. a: joint                               b: blood                                      c: vessel                          d: heart 
 
Grammar:       

    A: Choose the correct choice. 

22. I answered the telephone …………. I was watching TV. 

    a. since                           b. whether                            c. as                               d. because 

23. We will go on a trip …………. You come or not. 

     a. when                         b. before                                c. since                         d. whether 

24. The scientists ………… the causes of climate change have made a lot of progress. 

    a. studied                       b. are studying                     c. studying                   d. study 

25. He forced his sister …………. to bed early. 

     a. to go                           b. went                                 c. go                               d. going 

26. You can make more eye contact by …………. your speech well. 

      a. knowing                     b. knew                                c. know                          d. having known 

27. The teacher let the students …………. a dictionary while taking the exam. 

      a. to use                         b. used                                 c. use                               d. using 

 B: join the following sentences with the words given in       

      parentheses. 

28. He was very tired. He did not go to his English class. (since) 

29. My mother doesn't make me ………. all the dishes every day. (to wash)    

30. The teacher allowed the students …………. the story book in the class. (to read)  

C: Rewrite the following sentences using the reduced form of the underlined parts. 

are from England. who live next door31. The people  

were old friends. who were invited to the party2. Most of the people 3 

in the following sentences. enoughand  too,  such (a,an),  soD: Fill in the blanks with  

33. It was …………. Interesting book that I decided to read it again. 

34. John spoke ………… quickly that we couldn't understand him. 

35. She has …………. experinece to help the injured people. 

36. I don't think that they can buy the house. It's ………… expensive for them to buy. 
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     Comprehension:   

   A: Sentence Comprehension; Read the following sentences and choose the correct choice.    

37. When scientists talk about climate change, they are concerned about global warming caused by  

        human activities. 

      According to the above sentence , …………………. . 

      a. human activities have made the Earth warmer. 

      b. people are more worried about global warming than scientists. 

     c. climate change has no effect on global warming 

     d. human beings have no role in global warming  

38. The purpose of humor is not to be a comedian but for you to create a comfortable atmosphere  

      and have fun with your audience.            According to the above sentence, ……………. . 

      a.creating a comfortable situation is not good at all 

      b. being a comedianis emphasized 

      c.laighing at the audience is suggested 

      d.laughing at the audience is suggested 

39. sometimes we do not know a weak earthquakes has happened under us.This sentence us that 

……. . 

    a.we do not know the time of earthquakes     

    b.we do not know what happens unser us 

    c. we do not feel week earth quakes    

    d.week eartquakes are predictable     

 

cloze passage:read following passage and choose the best choice. 

Global warning is having huge effect on the Earth’s atmosphere , the weather , and the world 

climates . At least that’s the …40…… of many resechers and scients.what is global warming?It’s a 

slow …41…. In the average yearly temperature of the ….42……. . But why does this happen and who 

has ……43…..it?The answer is clear: the human being ; he ‘s the only one who’s responsible for 

…44….. the balance of the nature.His car …45… many gases to the air .His house is built where trees 

and plants must groe, and his factory pollutes the rivers and kills many animals and fish. 

40. a. mind                    b.source             c. method              d.opinion 

41. a.progress              b.increase            c.degree               d.pattern 

42.a. acean                   b.region               c.plant                    d.result 

44.a.overcoming          b.expressing      c. disturbing           d.containing 

45.adds                            b.reacts            c.designs                 d. carries 
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  A growing number of engineers and architects(prople who design buildings) have been looking for 

new ways to make buildings that don’t waste a lot of energy.Improvements have come in many 

forms,including better covering , windows , and contruction materials. 

     Architects are also realizing that the size and location of a building effects how much energy it  

uses.Even the arrangement of building in a neighborhood makes a difference. 

     In the last 10 years , there has been a major movement toward what you would call ‘green’ 

buildings . such buildings are also described as environmentally friendly,or healthy because they 

produce less pollution to the environment. 

46. From the above passage , we understand that most people ……… . 

a. don’t know how to heat or cool their houses 

b.look for ways to make buildings less wasteful 

c. like to have big and beautiful houses 

d.don’t think about the source of energy they use 

47. The underlined word ‘they’ in the second paragraoh refers to ……. . 

  a.engineers      b. transportation and industry 

   c. buildings       d. people 

48. According to the oassage, the ‘green’ buildings ………… . 

   a.will be our close frinds 

   b.cause little damage to the environment 

   c.use more energy than any other economic category 

   d.produce  trash or add pollution to the air 

49.The passage tells us that architects are trying to ………  . 

   a.build modern buildings 

    b.look for a different neighborhood 

    c.improve a major movement 

    d.design buildings that easte less energy 

50.  The underlined word ‘including’ in line 5 means …………… . 

    a. such as                      b.as                            c.instead                     d.without 

True or False 

51.The passage tells us that all kinds of energy produce air pollution. 

   A.True     B.False 

52. According to the passage , the amount of energy that a building uses depends on its size and 

location. 

   A.True     B.False 
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1.forecasted      2.mood       3. Recycled       4.release        

5.probable        6.firmly        7. Protect          8.concentrat 

9. d  10.d     11.b    12.d 

13.e           14.d      15.a      16.c     17.f      18.g 

19.b           20.d      21.a 

22.c            23.d      24.c      25.a    26.a    27.c 

28. since he was very tired , he didn’t go to his English class. 

29. wash      30.to read 

31.The peole living next door are from English 

32.Most of the people invited to the party were old friends 

33.such as       34.so     35.enough      36.too 

37.a   38.c     39.c 

40.b   41.b     42.b    43.b    44.c    45.a 

46.d    47.c    48.b     49.b   50.a 

51.F    52.T 
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